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The 2019-2020 Cynopsis salary survey is characterized 
by three key points. At the highest level, average salaries 
are relatively consistent from last year’s survey, and the 
gender gap remains prevalent across all departments and 
titles - men continue to receive higher salaries than their 
female counterparts. Second, benefits are becoming more 
extensive and varied as companies compete to attract and 
retain talent. And last, results indicate a decline in salary 
satisfaction across all workers, most likely associated with 
the absence of growth on salaries at the overall level.

Salary results from 2018 to 2019 are relatively 
consistent with modest changes where they did occur. 
In 2018, salaries were relatively flat, with an average 
decrease of 1%. In 2019, the average worker earned 
$128,000, up +12% from the $114,000 average last 
year. 

Salaries are relative - working less translates to lower 
salaries. Part-time workers made an annual average 
salary of $90,800, up $900 from 2018 ($89,900). The 
majority of workers this year (90%) reported working full-
time. Overtime is a reality in most jobs, with workers 
putting in an average of 45-49 hours per week, across 
all areas. 

On average, males continue to out-earn their female 
counterparts by +27%, translating to a difference of 
$31,200. From the 2018 study, this represents an 
increase of +10% in the gender gap. This disparity is 
prevalent across all titles and departments in the study. 

In some departments (Legal/Finance, HR & Operations 
and Programming), the annual difference can range 
between $45,000 and $55,000. The narrowest gap was 
among Buying/Planning and Research workers, where the 
gap was $12,600 on average. 

Compensation is commensurate with experience. 
Those 46+ years report an average salary of $147,000, 
which is +75% greater than younger employees who on 
average earn $97,600. 

By Lisa Ciancarelli

2019-2020 Cynopsis Salary Survey
Topline Findings

Differences in salary emerged by region as workers 
in the West and Northeast reported the highest salaries. 
The Northeast offers top pay for Legal ($166,300), Sales/
Distribution ($155,800), Programming ($146,800), 
Research ($124,000) and Buying/Planning ($101,400). 
The West/Pacific offers top pay for HR/Operations 
($193,000), Bus Dev/Prod & Writing ($140,700), 
Marketing & PR ($130,300), Digital ($122,600) and 
comes close to the Northeast for Research ($121,000).

Bonuses are a common incentive based on the 
results of the Cynopsis Salary Survey. Nearly two- thirds 
(63%) of respondents claimed to receive bonuses, an 
increase of +2% from 2018 (61% reported). Bonuses 
are more frequently earned by Sales/Distribution 
(77%), Digital (69%) Research (65%), Ops/HR (65%), 
Marketing/PR (63%), Programming (61%) and Legal/
Finance (60%). In contrast, Buying/Planning employees 
(50%) and Production/Writing/Business Development 
(46%) report a below average likelihood of receiving a 
bonus. Across all respondents, the average bonus was 
$15,100 in 2019, up from $13,300 in 2018 (+14%). 
Bonuses range from a high of $31,000 for Sales/
Distribution to a low of $4,800 for Buying/Planning.

As companies seek to attract and retain talent, 
benefits are becoming more varied. Nearly nine out 
of ten respondents (88%) report at least one benefit. 
Benefits cover many facets of employees’ lives:
• Family Leave (Maternity/Paternity)
• Flexible work schedules/arrangements
• Discounts/Rewards
• Health and Wellness
• Gym Memberships/Discounts
• Commuter Programs
• Tuition Reimbursement/Career Development
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Family leave benefits are most prevalent, predominantly due to an increase in paternity leave. More than 
two-thirds (67%) say their company provides maternity leave (up from 59% in 2018); and paternity leave is 
on the rise, (48%), up +6% from last year. 

Additional family care is noted by less than one in ten respondents –– 8% of employees report childcare. 
New benefits are appearing. Some respondents identified benefits including pet insurance, elderly 

care, patient advocates, legal services and free meals/snacks among others. More than one-third enjoy 
gym memberships (39%), up +3% from last year (36%), flexible scheduling (41%) on the rise (+8% from 
2018), and volunteer programs are up as well (34% in 2019, up from 31% in 2018). One-fourth (25%) 
mentioned telecommuting options (up +3% from 2018). About one in ten can get support from patient 
healthcare advocate services (14%) or legal support (14%). Free meals (19%) increased by +8% from last 
year and employers are encouraging growth among their employees with tuition assistance (31%) and career 
development (29%).  

Nearly three-fifths (54%) of all employees are either completely/somewhat satisfied with their salary, 
down -3% from last year (57%). Satisfaction scores were down across all departments,   Research (62%), 
Finance/Legal (59%), Sales Distribution (59%), Operations/HR (58%), Marketing/PR (54%), Digital (54%) 
Programming (50%), Production/Writing/Business Development (48%) and Buying/Planning (48%).

Survey respondents said that digital is the single most essential department to their company (26%). 
Production and Social Media were named as essential departments by 15% and 12% of employees, 
respectively.

Family Health Work Flexibility/
Scheduling

Social AspectsPersonal Advocacy

The 2019-2020 Cynopsis salary survey was conducted between 7/1-8/14/19. Usable questionnaires 
from 2,813 respondents were collected via a web-based survey. Data cells with less than 25 respondents 
have been marked with an asterisk as their results may be less stable due to smaller sample sizes. 

Note that these data aren’t weighted, and the return rate might skew results. For example, the findings show a 
female skew in the data, which might indicate that women are more likely to complete the survey than men. This 
pattern might also hold for age and job function (admins might be more inclined to complete the survey). 
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Buying/Planning continues to draw young professionals. With patience and perseverance, rewarding opportunities 
exist for Buyers and Planners willing to make a long-term commitment to their field.  Overall, buyers/planners 
report an average income of $95,200. Male buyers out-earn female buyers ($103,300 vs $92,000, respectively).  
Compared to 2018, Buying/Planning salaries are up +6%.

Roughly three-quarters (76%) of individuals working in Buying/Planning are 
under 46 years old. In fact, slightly more than half (54%) are under age 36. But 
with age comes experience and larger salaries: older Buyers/Planners average 
salaries that are 37% higher than their younger counterparts.   

Regionally, earning potential for Buyers/Planners is greatest in the 
Northeast, where respondents report an average salary of $101,400. Buyers/
Planners in the West ($94,600) rank second, followed by those in the Midwest 
($81,600), and South ($77,400). 

Experience pays, and there’s a direct connection between income and 
industry experience. Buyers/planners working less than eight years earn 
$56,600. Substantial increases are noted for mid- level employees (8-
16 years) and senior employees (17+ years) – $112,200 and $116,100, 
respectively. Similarly, overall industry experience pays - those with 20+ years 
in the industry earn twice as much as those with less than eight years in the 
industry ($133,800 vs. $56,600). 

Less than half (49%) of Buyers and Planners received a bonus in 2019, down slightly from 2018 (50%). 
The average bonus this year is $4,900, down from $9,100 last year. 

Less than half (48%) of the buyers and planners surveyed are satisfied with their yearly take home 
pay. But only 9% are completely satisfied; 39% are somewhat satisfied. Conversely, 14% say they are very 
dissatisfied – down from last year’s 15%, which marked the highest level of dissatisfaction noted this year.

Half (55%) of the buyers and planners surveyed are satisfied with their yearly take home pay. But only 9% 
are completely satisfied; 46% are somewhat satisfied.  That includes 15% who say they are very dissatisfied 
– the highest level of dissatisfaction noted this year. Satisfaction remains stable since 2017.

Buying/Planning

14%

9%

39%

29%

Somewhat Satis�ed

Very Dissatis�ed

Completely Satis�ed

Somewhat Dissatis�ed

are under 46 years old

76%
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Media Buying/Planning

Percent Receiving Bonus: Average Bonus:48% $4,900

Category Category Dept Avg Salary

Age < 25 $49,600

26-35 $84,200

36-45 $130,800

46-55 $106,100

55 + $120,600

Company Size 11-50 $89,500

51-100 $87,700

101-400 $86,600

401-999 $109,700

1000+ $96,600

Sex Female $91,500

Male $99,000

Census Region Northeast $100,900

Midwest $85,200

South $70,200

West $90,600

Category Category Dept Avg Salary

Type of Company Ad Agency  $92,500 

Years at This Company Less than one year $75,800

1-3 years $74,100

4-7 years $97,100

8-12 years $138,900

Years Worked in 
Industry

1-3 years $54,100

4-7 years $75,900

8-12 years $101,400

More than 20 years $133,800

HIGHLIGHTS
aOverall, buyers/planners report an average income of $95,200. 

aEarning potential for Buyers/Planners is greatest in the Northeast.

aLess than half (49%) of Buyers and Planners received a bonus in 2019, down slightly from 
2018 (50%). The average bonus this year is $4,900, down from $9,100 last year.
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Sales/Distribution professionals rank as the second highest 
earners in the Cynopsis Salary study, reporting an annual average 
salary of $152,707. Sales/Distribution professionals were also 
the most likely to earn bonuses, at 77%. 

Despite an almost even male/female composition 
(51%/49% respectively) split in the Sales/Distribution 
segment, women on average take home significantly less 
than men. In 2019 males brought home $38,700 more than 
their female counterparts. The wage gap is closing, as this 
is narrower than the difference reported in 2016, which was 
$40,000. 

Sales/Distribution is characterized as young and living in 
the Northeast. Slightly less than two-thirds (63%) of Sales/
Distribution employees in this survey are under age 46. Three-
fifths (59%) of Sales/Distribution jobs are in the Northeast 
while an additional one-fifth (21%) live in the West. 

Not surprisingly, Sales/Distribution is the most likely 
department to earn bonuses. More than three-quarters (77%) 
of Sales/Distribution employees received bonuses last year, 
averaging about $30,900. 

Salary satisfaction among Sales/Distribution professionals 
this year registered at 59%, marking a decrease from a two-
year plateau of 62%. All three years are still lower than the 
70% noted in 2016. Nearly three in ten (32%) report being 
dissatisfied.

Sales/Distribution

Percent Receiving Bonus: Average Bonus: $30,95277%

Category Category Dept Avg Salary

Age <25 $50,100

26-35 $103,000

36-45 $187,800

46-55 $213,300

55+ $199,000

Company Size 101-400 $180,100

401-1000 $198,000

1000+ $149,700

Sex Female $146,600

Male $176,900

Census Region Northeast $173,500

South $137,600

West $159,200

Type of Company Broadcast Network $154,600

Cable Network $174,200

Digital Media Network $164,200

Years at This Company Less than one year $171,000

1-3 years $138,200

4-7 years $149,200

8-12 years $189,700

Years Worked in 
Industry

4-7 years $86,800

8-12 years $127,200

13-16 years $166,700

16-20 years $177,400

More than 20 years $235,000

HIGHLIGHTS
aDespite an almost even male/female composition (51%/49% respectively) split in the Sales/

Distribution segment, women on average take home significantly less than men.

aSalary satisfaction among Sales/Distribution professionals this year registered at 59%.
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Research
The typical Researcher is likely to be a young woman working in the Northeast. Nearly two-thirds (64%) of 
researchers are female; and 66% are younger than 46, working predominantly in the Northeast (62%). They are 
more likely to be found in larger companies (1,000+ employees) which tend to be cable (36%) or broadcast (22%) 
networks. Researchers are committed to their work, with more than half (54%) at their current company for more 
than 13 years. 

What do wages look like for researchers? The average researcher is making $118,900. Digital media 
companies pay top dollar for researchers, with an average salary of $174,300. Syndication companies are 
also attractive for researchers, paying an average salary of $169,100. 

Nearly two-thirds (65%) of researchers receive a bonus. This year, it added an additional $14,000 to 
their income. 

Satisfaction slipped among researchers in 2019, falling -5% this year (61%), down from 66% in 2018. 
Despite this decline, researchers reported the highest satisfaction levels across all job functions. Fully 14% 
are completely satisfied with their salary, more than twice as many as the 7% of researchers who are very 
dissatisfied with their salary.

14% 61%

Somewhat 
Satis�ed

Completely 
Satis�ed

Very 
Dissatis�ed

Somewhat 
Dissatis�ed

18%7%
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Research

Percent Receiving Bonus: Average Bonus: $13,85765%

Category Category Dept Avg Salary

Age 26-35 $92,200

36-45 $132,300

46-55 $160,000

55+ $156,600

Company Size 101-400 $145,300

1000+ $113,800

Sex Female $118,400

Male $128,000

Census Region Northeast $124,900

South $112,900

West $124,800

HIGHLIGHTS
aThe typical Researcher is likely to be a young woman working in the Northeast. 

aResearchers are committed to their work, with more than half (54%) at their current company 
for more than 13 years. 

aWhat do wages look like for researchers? The average researcher is making $118,900.

Category Category Dept Avg Salary

Type of Company Broadcast Network $111,700

Cable Network $123,300

Years at This Company Less than one year $101,600

1-3 years $106,900

4-7 years $119,800

8-12 years $135,600

Years Worked in Industry 4-7 years $84,100

8-12 years $111,100

13-16 years $127,500

16-20 years $144,500

More than 20 years $166,800
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Programming
Programming professionals are more 
likely to be female than male (59% vs 
41% respectively). However, men usually 
out-earn than their female counterparts. 
The annual salary for programmers 
is $127,500, up slightly from 2018. 
Programming professionals tend to be 
young (under 46 years old), as well as 
female. Females continue to trail males in 
earnings, with a widening gap of $46,000, 
on average.  

With age comes wisdom and more money - older programmers 
are likely to see their salary increase by 74% as they age. Those 
under 46 years report $91,100, while older programmers average 
$158,200. 

Programmers in the Northeast average almost $28,000 more 
than their counterparts in the West, while both regions out-earn 
Programmers in the South and Midwest by approximately $44,000. 

Bonuses were reported by 61% of Programming respondents, 
down from the 74% in 2018.  Their $14,800 bonuses have 
remained relatively flat for the last 3 years. 

Salary satisfaction among Programmers is down year over 
year, reported at 50% in 2019.  This marks a decrease of -11% 
from 2018 (61%). While nearly 15% claim to be completely 
satisfied with their salary, nearly as many (14%) claim to be very 
dissatisfied.

50% say that they are 
completely or somewhat 
satisfied with their salary. 

Category Category Dept Avg Salary

Age 26-35 $84,700

36-45 $150,800

46-55 $158,800

Company Size 1000+ $133,900

Sex Female $108,100

Male $152,600

Census Region Northeast $144,000 

West $118,600

Type of  
Company Cable Network $146,500

Years at This 
Company

1-3 years $122,900

4-7 years $142,000

Years Worked in 
Industry

16-20 years $171,000

More than 20 years $127,600

HIGHLIGHTS
aProgramming professionals are more likely to be female than male (59% vs 41% respectively). 

aFemales continue to trail males in earnings, with a widening gap of $46,000, on average.  

aWith age comes wisdom and more money - more experienced programmers are likely to see their 
salary increase by 74%. 

Percent Receiving Bonus: Average Bonus: $14,83861%
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Marketing / Public Relations
In 2019, marketing/PR professionals reported an average 
salary of $122,200. There are wide variations on what they 
make based on age, gender, and region. As an overall average, 
marketing/PR professionals over age 46 report $67,000 
more in salary than younger professionals. And the gender 
gap widens this year with males bringing home $23,400 more 
than females (increasing from $14,200 in 2018, but still lower 
than the $29,300 reported in 2017). 

Marketing/PR professionals resemble programming 
professionals, although there’s a higher incidence of 
women who work in marketing/PR (slightly more than 
double). They tend to be young (71% under age 46), female 
(70%), and can be found in the Northeast (53%). Compared 
to the other job areas, Marketing/PR professionals tend to 
report lower levels of compensation in terms of salary and 
bonuses.  

Cable nets, corporate brands, internet/digital networks 
and syndication companies offer the best salaries for 
marketing & PR professionals - ranging between $129,000 
and $148,100. Those working in ad agencies, broadcast 
networks, and educational institutes tend to earn less.

Slightly less than two-thirds (63%) of respondents who 
work in marketing/PR reported a bonus in 2019. The 
average bonus was nearly $13,000. 

About 54% of respondents in this field are satisfied with 
their annual pay. One in ten (11%) are completely satisfied.

Category Category Dept Avg Salary

Age <25 $50,800

26-35 $89,100

36-45 $148,300

46-55 $136,500

55+ $138,500

Company Size 11-50 $103,000

51-100 $87,700

101-400 $119,800

401-999 $132,400

1000+ $127,400

Sex Female $116,600

Male $138,400

Census Region Northeast $126,300

West $100,600

Type of Company Ad Agency $102,800

Broadcast Network $106,600

Cable Network $126,400

Corporate/Brand $125,700

Years at This 
Company

Less than one year $102,200

1-3 years $120,300

4-7 years $130,000

8-12 years $117,300

Years Worked in 
Industry

1-3 years $56,200

4-7 years $79,700

8-12 years $103,900

13-16 years $142,000

16-20 years $154,800

More than 20 years $166,900

HIGHLIGHTS
aMarketing/PR professionals reported an 

average salary of $122,200.

aCable nets, corporate brands, internet/digital 
networks and syndication companies offer the 
best salaries for marketing & PR professionals - 
ranging between $129,000 and $148,100. 

a The average bonus was nearly $13,000. 
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Production/Writing/ 
Business Development
There’s more than meets the eye when looking closely at the salaries for production/writing/business development 
professionals. Overall, this group averages among the higher tier of salaries in this survey.  A closer examination 
reveals that the average salary of $135,000 can be misleading, however.  The older professionals in this group, 
aged 46+, earn approximately $95,000 more than their younger counterparts. There is a gender gap in this group 
as well; males out-earn females by about $28,000 a year. For those with 16+ years at their company, salaries can 
average $167,000.  

From a regional perspective, those in the West ($140,700) and Northeast ($136,800) out-earn their 
colleagues in the Midwest ($130,000) and South ($86,100).

These professionals are also younger – 63% are under 46 years. In fact, 36% are under 35 years old. 
And the gender break is equal (50/50). However, women hold twice as many lower paying support positions 
than men, contributing to lower salaries for women to the tune of approximately $23,000.

Cable networks ($193,000), broadcast networks ($162,000), digital media networks ($187,700), and 
cable operators ($143,200) report the highest salaries in the production/writing/ business development 
business. 

More than half (53%) of employees in production/writing/business development group received a bonus 
in 2019, up +7% from 2018 (46%). However, they are in the lower tier of bonus amounts, receiving an 
average $12,800. 

Less than half (48%) of respondents in this segment said they are completely or somewhat satisfied with 
their yearly salary, down -9% from 2018 (57%). Fully 11% are completely satisfied, flat yr/yr.

Average Salaries
Northeast $136,800

West $140,700
South $86,100

Mid West $130,000
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Production/Writing/ 
Business Development

Percent Receiving Bonus: Average Bonus: $12,85953%

Category Category Dept Avg Salary

Age 26-35 $88,600

36-45 $155,500

46-55 $181,900

55+ $177,800

Company Size 1-10 $134,700

11-50 $126,000

51-100 $127,400

101-400 $134,800

401-999 $148,700

1000+ $144,300

Sex Female $122,600

Male $150,100

Census Region Northeast $140,000

South $124,500

West $141,200

HIGHLIGHTS
aMales out-earn females by about $28,000 a year. 

a53% of employees in production/writing/business development group received 
a bonus in 2019. 

a48% of respondents in this segment said they are completely or somewhat 
satisfied with their yearly salary.

Category Category Dept Avg Salary

Type of Company Broadcast Network $130,100

Cable Network $163,300

Consultant/Freelance $157,400

Production/Film 
Company

$129,000

Years at This Company Less than one year $122,100

1-3 years $116,400

4-7 years $131,500

8-12 years $184,000

Years Worked in Industry 1-3 years $51,000

4-7 years $84,000

8-12 years $105,300

13-16 years $135,400

16-20 years $192,100

More than 20 years $178,300
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Legal/Finance
Across all the groups in this survey, Legal and Finance 
had the highest earning potential at $158,400. And 
this group had one of the highest gender gaps in 
salary, with males making on average $57,000 more 
annually than females. 

In terms of compensation by region, legal/finance 
jobs are most likely to be found in the Northeast (58%) 
and be working at cable networks (41%). Legal/finance 
employees tend to be younger (53% are under 46 
years) and these professionals are more likely to be 
females (69%). 

When it comes to a bonus, legal/finance 
professionals are on par with other industry 
departments to earn a bonus at 60%. In 2019, the 
average bonus for this group was $17,900. 

In terms of salary satisfaction for this group? They 
are also on par for the study, as 58% state they are 
completely or somewhat satisfied with their salaries. 
Sixteen percent are completely satisfied.

Category Category Dept Avg Salary

Company Size 1000+ $147,800

Sex Female $141,400

Male $196,673

Census Region Northeast $164,400 

Type of Company Cable Network $207,300

Percent Receiving Bonus: Average Bonus: $17,94260%

HIGHLIGHTS
aHighest earning potential at $158,400. 

aHighest gender gaps in salary, with males making on average $57,000 more annually than females. 

aJobs are most likely to be found in the Northeast (58%) and be working at cable networks (41%).

a58% state they are completely or somewhat satisfied with their salaries. 
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Digital
A relatively recent addition to the Cynopsis Salary Survey is 
Digital professionals. The average salary for this group is on the 
lower end of the spectrum at $114,900, only a bit higher than 
buying/ planning professionals at $95,100. 

Salaries improve with experience for digital professionals. 
For those with less than 8 years of experience, salaries are at 
$75,000, whereas for those with 13+ years of experience in 
the industry, the average is $139,100, a difference of +85%. 

More than two-thirds (69%) claimed to receive a bonus 
in 2019. At $13,300 as an average, bonuses for digital 
professionals fall between Research ($13,800) and 
Marketing/PR ($13,000) professionals. 

More than half of digital professionals (53%) are satisfied 
with their compensation. This group reported the lowest level 
of dissatisfaction among all the groups, at 7%.

Percent Receiving Bonus: Average Bonus: $13,33469%

Category Category Dept Avg Salary

Age 26-35 $105,500

36-45 $135,700

Company Size 1000+ $120,500

Sex Female $108,800

Male $113,500

Census Region Northeast $109,000

Years at This Company 1-3 years $100,800

Years Worked in Industry More than 20 
years

$115,500

HIGHLIGHTS
aFor those with less than 8 years of experience, salaries are at $75,000, whereas 

for those with 13+ years of experience in the industry, the average is $139,100.

a53% are satisfied with their compensation. 
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Operations/HR
Operations/Human Resources experienced the most changes 
since 2017. Both income and bonuses for this group have 
increased. And no surprise, they’re more satisfied with their 
salary than they were last year. In fact, this group went from 
reporting the lowest satisfaction in 2017 to ranking as the 
second most satisfied this year, just behind Sales/Distribution 
professionals.  

The average salary is $144,900, lower than two other 
departments, Legal & Finance and Sales/Distribution. As 
with other job functions, age and experience impact com-
pensation. Operations/HR positions are 50/50 on gender 
and tend to be under 46 years old (55%). Those 46+ years 
can earn +76% more than their younger cohorts ($176,500 
vs. $100,400). Salaries also increase with greater industry 
experience –– from $82,400 (less than 8 years) to a high of 
$167,900 (20+ years). 

Operations/Human Resources are at the norm for re-
ceiving a bonus last year (65%), surpassing Buying/Planning 
and Production/Writing. The average bonus was $16,800, 
up by approximately $3,600 from 2018 (+27% increase).

The outlook is good for Operations/HR professionals, 
ranked third on salary.  It should come as no shock that 
they are among the top 3 groups for satisfaction with their 
salary. They are more likely to say that they’re satisfied 
(59%), with 14% completely satisfied.

17% 59% 13%18%
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Category Category Dept Avg Salary

Age 36-45 $156,600

46-55 $175,000

55+ $175,800

Company Size 1000+ $148,800 

Sex Female $124,900

Male $178,200

Census Region Northeast $137,700

West $213,300

Type of Company Cable Network $190,300

Years at This Com-
pany

1-3 years $106,400

4-7 years $150,400

Years Worked in 
Industry

More than 20 years $190,800

Percent Receiving Bonus:

Average Bonus: $16,800
65%

HIGHLIGHTS
aOperations/HR personnel are among the top 

3 groups for satisfaction with their salary.



www.cynopsis.com

Contact: 
Trish Pihonak
Director of Operations & Jobs
trish@cynopsis.com | 203.899.8459

Cynopsis is an amazing resource for  
getting qualified candidates who are relevant and 

significant to the media and entertainment industry.
— Karla Paz Mobray,  

Sr. Director, Talent Acquisitions
Viacom Media Networks 

In my experience with placing a  
job with Cynopsis, they are the personification  

of true “Customer Service.”
— Chris Martin, Director, HR

serino coyne 
(An OmnicomGroup Company)

Cynopsis is one of the best platforms for  
media related recruitments. I have successfully 

found and hired good candidates.
— Sanghamittra Rimal, HR Director

Zee Entertainment Enterprises Ltd

FILL A POSITION
3 TARGETED ENVIRONMENT
3 IMPRESSIVE REACH
3 STRIKING IMPACT
Post your company’s job openings 
and get results!

PROMOTE  
CASTING CALLS

Companies can showcase casting  
calls and notices daily — and to the  
right audience.

SHARE YOUR 
EXPERTISE

Have an expertise in the field of media 
by way of production, voiceover artistry, 
writing, set development, etc.? Get in front 
of our audience.

JOBS


